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Hunt ID: 5094-CO-S-C-2000-003-ElkMDeerAntelope-NW-LV2INME 

Do you need Western States License or Point?  
 
The only ones with a Hunt GUARANTEE! With Watchdog®   we Guarantee that you can 

hunt the West for Mule Deer, Elk, Antelope, Whitetail, and even Moose, every year on 

PRIVATE LAND at discounted Prices for the rest of your license and have licenses available 

to make this dream come true. That is my Guarantee for fulfilling your dream. !   

      

Call  Watchdog®   Colorado Quick Picks Watchdog Lives here 

Do you know that Non-Resident Hunters, Hunting on the over crowed public land, BLM, National 
Forest in the Western States have a 3% success rate? Each Western State shows that a Non-Resident 
thinking he is getting a hunt for a bottom dollar as a DIY and Hunts Public Land will come to hunt a 
western State 6 times before he shoots a Bull or a Cow elk. The western States will not  
tell you that and it is something I cannot Change, unless you hunt with me on the other side of the 
fence, on Private land at discounted rates. 
What I can and do provide for my Hunters is let them hunt on my side of the Fence on Private game 
filled land in the western states so their success can go up to 99% success. I Provide these hunts for 
Deer, Elk, Antelope and even Moose across the west. 
More important is that Watchdog can provide you with a dream that you have had for as long as you 
have hunted. Watchdog can guarantee you a private land hunt at a discount and a license to match 
for the rest of your life in the West for Elk, Antelope, Mule Deer, Whitetail Deer and even Moose! 
 
Worried about the Preference Points issue, Watchdog can get you 4 points per year on these private 
land hunts, it gets no better than that to beat the point required to get a Big Game License in the 
west. 
There is no one else in that world that can provide that dream, but we do, with a complete trademark 
ownership on Watchdog. A tool we use to see that every American that wants to hunt every year, for 
the rest of their life and not break the bank gets that opportunity.  
I promise that and it is my dream that is now a reality. I have shot 2 Mule Deer, 2 Elk, and 2 Antelope 
every year for the past 20 years. Don’t miss your opportunity, Life is only so long and the older you get 
the more physical disadvantages you have naturally or from a unplanned accident. 
 

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure1.pdf
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure1.pdf
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure.pdf


it is great to come home with horns and meat in the back of your truck every time, if you know how to 
shoot. The whole Watchdog program is a $200 in depth package that we administer, that has been 
discounted down to only $95 for the next 3 months then it will increase back up to $200. 
 
I cannot fix the western States Bull Elk License cost of $ 680 plus another $130 for other required 
licenses. But I can bring your hunter success up to as high as 99% so you take home something besides 
tired feet. I have mule Deer licenses that range from $240 to $400. Cow elk from $288 to $500, and 
antelope licenses for around $350. That is part of the cost of hunting. Watchdog handles all the 
complex licensing for you. It even has your licenses mailed directly to your front door, while you sleep, 
or through the internet to your email. 
 
Do not pass through life hunting and not taking home meat and horns. The animal populations are at 
a high level and hunts are available at a low-priced level, but we are 80% booked at this late time. 
 We are known for the highest success record anywhere, plus, also the best prices, we also allow you 
to do all of your price comparisons and research all in 1 location,  www.DiscountedHunts.net  You can 
even go out on the internet and you will see that we are 20% to 60% below market prices on our 
hunts. I am so certain about my Prices and success levels, That I stand beyond my statement, “If you 
find a Hunt at a better price at the same quality, I will go one it. 
If you do not see what you are looking for just call me personally, I enjoy speaking with my hunters, 
and I will hand pick and email some hunts that match your desires and budget. Greg Merriam   
Discounted Hunts and Vouchers. 
 

© Copyright Discounted Hunting Adventures llc. 
DIY Hunting on Private Land in the Prime area of Colorado... while they last! 
Are you missing the easy draw units in the western states like Colorado because you do 
not know all the options, possibilities, hunts available? As your years tick by your walls 
are still missing big horns. You are not alone, the western states with Colorado being 
number 1 for complexity followed by Wyoming have great hunting but extraordinarily 
complex regulations. Their complexity provides Watchdog with its leading edge artificial 
license intelligence to get you licenses every year and build you profile so  that you can 
pick your animal and state every year to always hunt where and how you want to every 
year.  Do not worry about it and let watchdog do it for you. Watch dog will build a plan 
that will make it to where you will be able to not worry about the draw, and every year 
be able to get a license tag for you to hunt big Mule Deer, Big Bull Elk, Big Antelope, 
and Big Moose every year and begin getting into trophy areas to hunt, or moderately 
priced areas, DIY/Trespass Fee/Semi-Guided, Guided or Guided with Meals and 
lodging. 
If you like to hunt this is the availability of a Magic Carpet ride into the best hunting 
licenses in the states and the opportunity to hunt the Best Private land hunts at 
Discounted Pricing. 
Watchdog®  Your ticket to licenses for the rest of your life to the best private land hunting. 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Welcome to where the hills meet the plains, where antelope are You will have the opportunity of 
hunting up to almost 10,000 acres with private land interlocked with BLM land. 

http://www.discountedhunts.net/
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf


With a license that has a “O” for Open, designation you can hunt both and go directly from one to the 
other and back. On the licenses having a “P” for private means you can cross the public land to get to 
other private land you just cannot hunt on it. This is a Private Land DIY/Trespass fee/Semi-Guided Hunt 
Opportunity on a Great Out West Elk, Mule Deer and Antelope hunt. 
 
Here is a brief description of the property in GMU003 and GMU004. 
In GMU003 the Main Property is 2500 acres of fenced Private land with no cross fences. It is surrounded 
by thousands of Acres of BLM on all sides. The property is 2,500 contiguous acres or 4 one-mile sections. 
In addition, there are an addition satellite property of 320 acres, minimal pressure, with water and of 
course deer, elk, and antelope. The 5 Ranches with the land locked Public and interlocked land make up 
around 10,000 Acres and 5 Ranches. 
 
It has at least 4 water sources year around mostly ponds and catch basins. The ground is mostly rolling 
sage, on sand hills with a mixture of small natural hay fields when the sage has been removed. The 
south end climbs up to the road altitudes and every thin is below that level. The moving spring water 
flows from north to south through the draws, some drying out and other emptying into different ponds. 
 
The habitat is great for Mule Deer and Antelope in August, September, October, and November, then 
they migrate to lower ground to winter. The elk use the land basically traveling from North to south 
across the property enroute from the Bears Ears herd which numbers 60,000 traveling 27 miles west to 
Galina’s Rim, 30 miles as the crow flies to the west and down at only 5000 feet in altitude. This is for elk 
like if we would spend the winter in Hawaii. Part of this 60,000 elk herd cross through this property but 
even with the excellent condition of the grass they usually do not stay on the property more than 24 
hours, depending on hunting pressure as the herds pass through. 
 
Elk are all about easy shooting with no trees and a good visual advantage make completing the harvest. 
 
The deer and antelope are quite easy to hunt since they are in the prime habitat during the hunting 
seasons. For the Deer snow and harsh weather does enhance your odds for larger animals, along with 
the later in the season the more active the rut is but either way everyone goes home happy. 
The property abounds with 2-Track roads and high points, both are assets for the Safari Style, Drive, 
Glass, Spot and then stalk or just glassing from a high point for deer elk or antelope type of hunts for The 
Semi-Guided hunter. 
 
In GMU004 there is 1225 acres of mixed habitat that begins north of Eastern Craig and travels north 
with highway 13 being its western boundary. The land has the fortification Creek, and irrigated hayfields 
that attract all wildlife and big game. There are some trees, but the hayfield in the bottom open to sage 
and scrub habitat as the property travels east to higher altitudes. This property is into the Bears ears 
foothills and the migration of deer and elk to lower ground as winter approached. There is also a local 
herd of Deer and Antelope. The water is always an attractant in a dry habitat like this high plateau 
desert habitat. The local deer begin being met with Mule Deer migrants as the days cool in late October, 
but the elk are later, using the snow in the higher altitudes to push them westward across the sage 
covered sand hills between highway 13 and Godiva Rim. 
 
To break down the habitat it is a great mixture of 20 different Sage types, CRP, Hayfield, and irrigated 
pasture. GMU004 licenses for public land can be difficult to draw. This is Private land, so the Private land 
licenses with the “P” in the hunt code are much easier to draw. Many times, the land adjacent is BLM 
land, so a public land license can be a benefit and animals are chased between different fences. 



This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw. This is 
Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. 
Many times, the land adjacent is BLM land, so a public land license can be a benefit and animals are 
chased between different fences. 
 
------------------------------ 
 
There are other properties that are intertwined with BLM land throughout the area, but I have never 
seen them to know their description. Mapping would show this. In most cases a PLO licenses restriction 
is not there for any animals except for Rifle Deer in GMU003 and Antelope in GMU003 and GMU004. 
The PLO’s are easier to draw licenses in then Public land licenses. 
 
For 3rd season the combo can be a Bull elk, with a deer or a cow  
elk because the migration weather is much more dependable,  
but the worse the weather the better the hunt. This package is defined above. 
 
The Prices for a second animal as a Cow with a bull, or two cows, a doe Mule deer with the buck, and 
the doe antelope and even 2 doe antelope will be available. Drawing the licenses for them may be an 
even bigger task. 
 
Our goal is to strive to have our hunters enjoy a safe and successful experience. 
Keep in mind our ranches are in Units GMU004 and GMU301, and in most cases the license is good for 
both units for elk. GMU003 is always tied in with GMU301. In all our hunts our goal is to do everything 
possible to make you successful. 
 
 
NOTICE: Due to the high demand on these hunts the availability and sometimes prices are only 
confirmed up to 24 hours after this is sent to you. The only thing that holds the price and dates is the 
credit card charge or the receipt of a check from you received by us for that same deposit. This is the 
only way to be fair to everyone. If you have a group with a few of the last members still stumbling 
around on the decision to go or not they are risking your opportunity to go hunt at all. Book with what 
you currently have, and we will try to accommodate them when they do decide to go and supply their 
50% deposit. In this way the ones that do want to go will not miss out because others can’t make the 
decision. Opportunities with this high of a success rate at these low prices are limited. 
 
The hunts with availability are noted with the (* ) next to them designated as NOT Booked at this time 
yet but may be in that process. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ANTELOPE ARCHERY SEASON FOR GMU003   GMU004     5 DAY HUNTS 
Maximum 2 archers per week in both units/ Hunt Code Points required to draw Private land 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. 
Misc. Aug. 15-31 Bucks Only   Sept. 1-20 Either Sex 
Archers must supply their own ground blinds or cover. 
*Buck Antelope $2200 Discounted Down to only 8/31 and Prior……………………………….………. $ 1195 
*Buck or Doe Antelope $2200 Discounted Down to only 8/31 and Prior ….……………….………. $ 1195 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Mule Deer   ARCHERY SEASON GMU003    GMU004 5 DAY HUNTS Either Sex 
Maximum 2 archers per week in both units / Preference Points 0-1 required to draw   
Misc. Aug. 31–Sept. 29 
Archers must supply their own ground blinds or cover. 
*Mule Deer Buck $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………….....................…………………………. $ 1695 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elk ARCHERY SEASON FOR GMU003   GMU004 5 DAY HUNTS Preference Points  
Maximum 2 archers per week in both units/ Hunt Code Points required to draw Private land 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. In September, our  
only potential is in GMU004 
Misc. Aug. 31–Sept. 29 
Archers must supply their own ground blinds or cover. 
Bull Elk $ 3295 Discounted Down to only……............…………………………………......……………….. $ 1895  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Antelope MUZZLELOADER SEASON GMU003    GMU004 5 DAY HUNTS 
 
Maximum 2 Muzzleloaders per season in both units/ Hunt Code Points required to  
draw Private land This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public 
 land can be difficult to draw. This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are  
much easier to draw. 
Misc. Sept. 21–29 
*Buck or Doe Antelope $2200 Discounted Down to only 8/31 and Prior ….……….....………. $ 1295 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mule Deer   MUZZLELOADER SEASON GMU003    GMU004 5 DAY HUNTS 2 preference points 
Maximum 2 Muzzleloaders per season in both units/ Hunt Code Points required to draw Private land 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw.  
Misc.  Aug. 31–Sept. 29 
*Mule Deer Buck $ 3500 Discounted Down to only………………………………………….…….....…. $ 2595 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elk Muzzleloader 2 Points to Draw                        
Maximum 2 archers per week in both units/ Hunt Code Points required to draw  
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license. In September possibly our only  
potential is in GMU004 since the season is in the rut. 
Misc. Aug. 31–Sept. 29 
Archers must supply their own ground blinds or cover. 
Bull Elk $ 3295 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………….........……….. $ 1995  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ANTELOPE RIFLE SEASON GMU003    GMU004   3 DAY HUNTS 
Maximum 2 Rifle hunters per 3 days season in GMU004 9-day season and everyone want 10/3  
the open day, Saturday so that 1st two days can be doubled if needed 
Maximum 4 Rifle hunters per 3 days season in GMU004 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. 
 Hunt Code Points required to draw Private land 
Misc. Private Property Sept. 28-Oct. 13   Public Property Oct. 5–11 
*Buck Antelope $2200 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………….....………. $ 1495 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1st RIFLE ELK ONLY No Hunts 
Misc. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*2nd Season Deer and Elk GMU003   0 Preference Points on Cow and Bull 1 for deer 
2nd Season Deer and Elk GMU004   0 Preference Points on Cow and Bull 1 for deer.          
Two 4-day hunts with 10 deer Hunters per ½ as first half and 2nd half of the 2nd season. 
No more than ½ elk and recommend cow buck combo. 
Maximum 10 Rifle hunters per 4 days season in GMU003 9-day total season, higher priced 
 for the 1st half then the second half to fill both half’s for maximum income. Only 6 for the second half. 
 
GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw. This is Private land, so the Private  
land licenses are much easier to draw for Deer. 
Maximum 4 Rifle hunters per 4 days season in GMU004. 
Deer Vouchers will be available on a first come first serve deposit basis.................... $  795 
Cow licenses can be drawn and leftover 
 
Misc. Oct. 24–Nov 1 Standard Hunts are 4 days durring this season 
*Bull Elk $ 3900 the first 3 days Discounted Down to only……………………………………….. $2595   
*Bull Elk $ 3900 the Last 3 days Discounted Down to only……………………………………….. $2595   
*Cow Elk $ 2100 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………………….… $1595 
*Mule Deer Buck $ 3500 Discounted Down to only………………………………………….………. $2195 
Combo Hunt   $5595 Elk and Deer Discounted down to only $1000 for a total of....... $3595 
If a deer Voucher is available, they are usually $700-$800 if available 
 
Elk Hunting is always very weather dependent, warm weather retards their movement while cold 
weather and snow expedites their activity. You will always see more cow elk than bull elk, and because 
of that as it is in Whitetail deer for example the success rate is higher in does, or in this case Cow elk, 
than it is in Bull elk. This can make it beneficial in a par of hunters together to have a Bull license with 
one hunter and a cow license with the other so that you are prepared for anything that the weatherman 
throws at you. The Bull license are relatively easy to acquire, where the cow elk licenses must be drawn 
or left over. The best way to so this is to have Watchdog get you a Cow Elk license in March and a Bull 
Elk License in Late July. The second animal discount will work on this combination as well. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*3rd Season Deer and Elk GMU003 GMU004 (Only 7 Day season) 0 Preference Points on  
Cow and Bull. 1-2 Points on Deer.    1st 3 days and last 3 days hunts only. 
Two hunts during the season. The first half is 3 days and the last half is 3 days.  
The 1st half will be the most desired, but the 2nd half has better chances of weather,  
by 3 days, which is minimal vs the wide gap between 1st and 2nd season. 
 
It is a full week later than last year. Recommend Deer and Elk, Bulls and Cows. 
Maximum 10 Rifle hunters per 3 days season in GMU003 7-day total season, higher priced for  
the 1st half then the second half to fill both half’s for maximum income. Only 6 for the second half. 
 
Maximum 3 Rifle hunters per 3-day Hunts in GMU004. 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. 



Misc. Nov 7-13, broken down as the 1st 3 days and the last 3 days Hunts 
 
*Bull Elk $ 3900 the first 3 days Discounted Down to only……………………………………….. $2595   
*Bull Elk $ 3900 the Last 3 days Discounted Down to only……………………………………….. $2595   
*Cow Elk $ 2100 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………………….… $1595 
*Mule Deer Buck $ 3500 Discounted Down to only………………………………………….………. $2195 
Combo Hunt   $5595 Elk and Deer Discounted down to only $1000 for a total of....... $3595 
If a deer Voucher is available, they are usually $700-$800 if available 
 
Elk Hunting is always very weather dependent, warm weather retards their movement while cold 
weather and snow expedites their activity. You will always see more cow elk than bull elk, and because 
of that as it is in Whitetail deer for example the success rate is higher in does, or in this case Cow elk, 
than it is in Bull elk. This can make it beneficial in a par of hunters together to have a Bull license with 
one hunter and a cow license with the other so that you are prepared for anything that the weatherman 
throws at you. The Bull license are relatively easy to acquire, where the cow elk licenses must be drawn 
or left over. The best way to so this is to have Watchdog get you a Cow Elk license in March and a Bull 
Elk License in Late July. The second animal discount will work on this combination as well. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*4th Season Elk Only GMU003    GMU004 (Only 5 Day Hunts) 
5-day Total Season 
It is a full week later than last year. Should be good for Bulls and Cows. 
Maximum 10 Rifle hunters per 5 Day Hunt, in GMU003, higher priced. Only 6 for the second half. 
 GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw. This is Private land, so the Private land  
licenses are much easier to draw.   
Maximum 3 Rifle hunters per 5-day season in GMU004. 
Cow licenses can be drawn and leftover or with Watchdog. 
Misc. Nov 18-22 
*Bull Elk $ 3295 Discounted Down to only……………………………………………………………….. $ 2595 
*Cow Elk $ 2100 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………………….… $ 1595 
*Buck Mule Deer $ 2900 Discounted Down to only………………………………………………..… $ 2595 
 
(Note the 4th season Buck Mule Deer license requires around 10 points to draw.) 
This is the best reduced price for a combination hunt in the country. 
As a rule, the later the season the higher the population of Animals on the ranches.  
 
The 4th season GMU003 is an elk only season so for a combination hunt IS AVAILABLE. 
The 4th season GMU004 is an elk only season so for a combination hunt. 
 
*Combinations would be a Bull Elk and a Cow Elk $ 5200 discounted down to only……..$ 3295 
 

 Watchdog®  can help you get prepared for these high-end draw point draw requirement  
while finding you a Mule Deer license and hunt where you can this year, and build your profile  
up to the point that you can draw a Mule Deer license in 4 western states every year.) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*5th Cow Elk season, the last 3 days of November Cow Elk Only GMU003    PLO  
GMU004 (Only 3 Day season) PLO November Cow Elk Only   

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf


It is a full week later than last year. Should be good and Cows, last time you can shoot cows in  
GMU003 without requiring a point. The ideal license for this hunt is the  
forgotten 10/15-11/31 cow license. 
 
Maximum 6 Rifle hunters per 3-day season in GMU003. 
Maximum 2 Rifle hunters per 3-day season in GMU004.   
The ideal license for this hunt is the forgotten 10/19-11/31 cow license choice. 
Cow licenses can be drawn and leftover Watchdog 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw. 
Misc. Nov 28-30   
Cow Elk $ 2100 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………………….… $ 1595  
Special Cow only Hunt season is $2200 Discounted down to only……….…………..…….. $ 1495  
 
This hunt usually the last 3 days of November 
Colorado like the other states where you must first book your hunt first the  
apply in the license to hunt. If you do not draw, we have Watchdog®  
 to aid you getting a license for the hunt. 
 
Late Cow elk season is a left-over license. There is a November cow elk in GMU004 and a  
December Cow elk license in GMU004. This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004  
license for public land can be difficult to draw. This is Private land, so the Private land  
licenses are much easier to draw.  I would think 2-4 in all of December for this. Normally 
 the later the better, the licenses are leftover. 
 
The GMU003 can be hunted but it requires a point to draw the license, AND WE HAVE  
HUNTS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.  
The GMU004 Does not have this season 
This is a new opportunity for this ranch. GMU004 license for public land can be difficult to draw.  
This is Private land, so the Private land licenses are much easier to draw.   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The Highly discounted hunts and great deals are sent to the “Preferred Hunters” 

 (Pro-Staff) first before they even make the web site. Because of this many time the  

Preferred Hunters buy them out and they never make the web site. You will receive 

 the Landowner VOUCHERS or Landowner TAGS, the HUNTING PROPERTY LEASES  

along with the SPECIAL DISCOUNTED HUNTS and CANCELLATIONS  as soon as they  

come as in.  If you would like to be on the “Preferred Hunters List” please contact me by 

EMAIL: DeerElkBear@GMail.com or 303-776-7528.  I will place you on this elite list 

labeled, 

” The Pro-Staff List.”  You will also have access to Watchdogs drawing intelligence for  

Western States Trophy areas. 

 
© Copyright Discounted Hunting Adventures llc 
 

Home of Watchdog®  The best way to get a difficult license for your hunt with a 90% 
success level. 

 

https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/vouchers/all-Vouchers
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/Hunting-Leases-and-Membership-Hunts/States
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/al/elk/specilascopy-of-arkansas-california-colorado
https://www.discountedhunts.net/
mailto:DeerElkBear@GMail.com
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf


NOTICE: Due to the high demand on these hunts the availability and sometimes prices 
are only confirmed up to 24 hours after this is sent to you. The only thing that holds the 
price and dates is the credit card charge or the receipt of a check from you received by 
us for that same deposit. This is the only way to be fair to everyone. If you have a group 
with a few of the last members still stumbling around on the decision to go or not they 
are risking your opportunity to go hunt at all. Book with what you currently have, and we 
will try to accommodate them when they do decide to go and supply their 50% deposit. 
In this way the ones that do want to go will not miss out because others cannot make 
the decision. Opportunities with this high of a success rate at these low prices are 
limited. 
 
 

 
 

Greg Merriam 
CEO of Discounted Hunts and Vouchers 

Hunting Lease Central 

The Home of the Famous Watchdog®  
Mule Deer Foundation Member 

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Member 

Discounted Hunts LLC 

Outdoor Writers LLC 

Western State Draw Consultant 

Youth Hunting Counselor 

Pro-Staff of the famous Blackhorn209 Mz Loader Powder 

Pro-Staff Dead Down Wind Scent Products® 

Pro-Staff Benchmaster Shooting Accuracy Products® 

Pro-Staff Montana Powders Blackhorn209®  

NRA 600 Yard Match 

Home of Watchdog® By Far Best way to Beat all of the Western License Draws 

Elk! Its what’s for Dinner! 

1204 Button Rock Drive   
Longmont, Co 80504 

303-776-7528 Voice 

303-746-1214 Cell Phone 

  An American Company and Proud of it 

 
Email:  DeerElkBear@Gmail.com 

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Watchdog.pdf
mailto:%20DeerElkBear@Gmail.com
mailto:DeerElkBear@Gmail.com


Web Page:   https://www.discountedhunts.net 
 

 

Just contact me to get on my Hunting Pro-Staff List so you get the best discounted hunts 

before they even make the web page. 

Send email to DeerElkBear@Gmail.com or call 303-776-7528 or Web Page: 

https://www.DiscountedHunts.net 

We accept 

  

 

 Bless the soldiers that risk their lives to protect this great country we live in and 
keep us safe from those that wish us harm.  

 

Hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds of happy hunters in 28 states and 
Canada every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer, Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, Sheep, Exotics, and even hogs. All 
hunts subject to license availability and on a first come first serve basis. 091220 

 

Discounted Hunts LLC fabulous elk hunting video of big bulls taken with our 250 outfitters 

 

Web Page for Vouchers This is the Link to the land Owner Voucher List 

 
This is Antelope Hunting info   This is Mule Deer Hunting info   
This is Elk Hunting info  This is Whitetail Deer Hunting info   
 
 

file:///C:/AAAAPasword/Web%20Page:%20%20 
https://www.discountedhunts.net/
https://www.discountedhunts.net/
https://youtu.be/sUD7kmUBIYQ
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/vouchers/all-Vouchers
http://youtu.be/wp3gRP-wD7I
http://youtu.be/KWDT8z-Rpsg
http://youtu.be/YoI3b1GhUSM
http://youtu.be/cN1N50KPBIQ

